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ABSTRACT - Objective: To examine prospectively usefulness of Early Childhood Inventory-4 (ECI-4) in identifying attention deficit-hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), oppositional defiant disorder (ODD), and conduct disorder (CD). Method: A sample of children <6 years of age were evaluated in school settings with ECI-4 and results compared with those of Conners Rating Scales-Revised (CRS-R) 6 months later. Sample consisted of 34 healthy children (20 boys, 14 girls) prospectively followed-up. Results: Frequency of children fulfill DSM-IV ADHD criteria in ECI-4 parent scale was 17%, and in teacher scale was 32%. Frequency of children fulfill DSM-IV AD-HD criteria in parent CRS-R was 20%, and for teacher questionnaire was 23%. Correlations were significant among teacher ECI-4 and both teacher and parent CRS-R scales. Sensitivity and specificity of teacher and parent ECI-4 scales were not good. Frequency of ODD identified in parent ECI-4 scale was 5%, and for teacher 17%. Frequency of ODD in CRS-R for parents and teachers questionnaires was 17%. CD was not identified by parents in ECI-4 scale, but in teacher scale frequency was 14%. Conclusion: These facts support partially the use of ECI-4 screening of ADHD in Spanish-speaking preschool children.
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Attention deficit-hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) is a childhood-onset disorder whose cardinal symptoms are inattention, hyperactivity and impulsivity¹,². Although there are several studies on the validity, prediction and other measures of ADHD in English-speaking preschool populations³⁵, no studies have...
been carried out for assessment of ADHD in Spanish-speaking preschool-age children, despite applicability of such early detection. Moreover, in school settings, early identification of young children in need of special education and related services is very important. Oppositional defiant disorder (ODD) is characterized by a persistent pattern of negativistic, irritable, and non-compliant behavior. Symptoms can be identified as problematic at school age because cooperation with rules and routines is expected and necessary for the activities of daily life; however, during the preschool period distinction between normative and problematic behavior is much less clear-cut. The essential feature of conduct disorder (CD) is a persistent pattern of violation of rules and the rights of others, including aggressiveness and destructiveness. Frequency of ADHD, and ODD, and CD during the preschool period has been studied infrequently. We must identify ODD and CD also as early as possible for avoiding complications and frustration in parents, teachers, and children in the hope of a better and fast therapeutic response.

The Early Childhood Inventory-4 (ECI-4) contains the behavioral symptoms of the most prevalent DSM-IV psychiatric disorders exhibited by preschool children. There are both parent and teacher versions of the ECI-4. ECI-4 content awaits for prospective studies in children at different settings (clinics, schools, homes), with different languages and from different countries. The purpose of this study was to examine clinical usefulness of the ECI-4 in identifying prospectively screening for ADHD, ODD, and CD among children <6 years of age who were evaluated in school settings and to compare results with those of Conners Rating Scale-Revised (CRS-R) at least 6 months later in a sample of preschool children in Mexico City.

METHOD

Pilot study – Parent and teacher ECI-4 questionnaires were directly translated to Spanish from English version with the purpose to use the most common words and sentences talked in Spanish in Mexico City area. Ten parents and 10 teachers of children from schools of middle socioeconomic level from the southern area of Mexico City were requested to answer questionnaires. Eight children were male and two, female; nine mothers and one father answered the questionnaire. Mean age of children was 51.3 months, standard deviation (SD) 11.91 months, teacher time knowing the children was 12 months, SD 4 months, and teacher time spent with the child was per day 5.2 h, SD 1.93 h a day.

Subjects – The sample consisted of 34 healthy children invited to participate from different regular schools and classes of the southern area of Mexico City (20 boys, 14 girls) who were prospectively followed up. ECI-4 screening was performed first and Conners Rating Scales were tested at least 6-8 months later when children were >6 years of age. When examined for the first time, the children were 5 years of age (mean 67.83 months, SD 0.77 months), teacher time knowing children was 6.8 months, SD 9 months, and teacher time spent with children was 5.7 h/day SD 1.13 h/day. Inclusion criteria were: preschool children between 66 and 71 months of age with regular school attendance. Exclusion criteria were: deafness and blindness, epilepsy, congenital malformations, and genetic syndromes.

Procedure – ECI-4 materials were mailed to parents and teachers of potential patients by school principals included rating scales, background information questionnaires, and consent documents. Parents and teachers were required to complete and return their forms anonymously but respondents indicated age, gender, and relationship to child. In the majority of cases (88%), ratings were completed by the child’s mother. Six months later parents and teachers CRS-R were sent in the same manner, and results between ECI-4 and CRS-R were compared. Inclusion and exclusion criteria were identical for the study and the pilot study. Clinical diagnoses were performed in those cases fulfill DSM-IV criteria for ADHD, ODD and CD at the end of the study. This investigation was approved by the Research Committee of the National Institute of Rehabilitation and informed consent was signed by parents of participating children.

Early childhood inventory-4 – The parent version of the ECI-4 contains 108 items, which correspond to the DSM-IV. Individual items are scored in two ways: symptom count (binomial), and symptom severity (semi-quantitative). For symptom count scores, a specific symptom is generally considered to be a clinically relevant problem if rated as occurring often or very often (0=never/sometimes or, 1=often/very often). When symptom count score is ≥ to number of symptoms specified by DSM-IV as necessary for diagnosis of possibility, the child receives a screening cutoff of “yes” for the disorder nonetheless this does not signify a clinical diagnosis. For symptom severity scores, items are scored 0=never, 1=sometimes, 2=often, and 3=very often. Scores for each item are added together to generate a symptom severity score for each symptom category and for all items (total severity score). ECI-4 symptom categories are as follows: attention deficit disorder inattentiveness (nine items), attention deficit disorder-hyperactivity (nine items); oppositional defiant disorder (eight items); conduct disorder (10 items); generalized anxiety disorder (nine items); social phobia (two items); separation anxiety disorder (eight items, parents only); major depressive disorder (11 items); dysthymic disorder (eight items); autistic disorder (12 items), and Asperger’s disorder (eight items). The teacher version of the ECI-4 contains 87 items from the parent version, but excludes symptoms not likely to be observed in the school setting.

Conners rating scale-revised – The long version of the Conners rating scale-revised was used, the parent version...
contains 80 items, and the teacher version contains 59 items. Both scales were rated as ECI-4 as rated for further statistical comparisons. CRS-R items were rated as occurring often or very often (0=never/sometimes or, 1=often/very often). For symptom severity scores, items are scored 0= never, 1=sometimes, 2=often, and 3=very often. When symptom count score is ≤ to number of symptoms specified by DSM-IV as being necessary for diagnosis of possibility, the child receives a screening cutoff of “yes” for the disorder, but this does not necessarily comprise a clinical diagnosis16,17.

Data analyses – We calculate d averages and standard deviations of quantitative variables and percentages of qualitative variables. Sperman’s correlations provide measurement of association among symptom severity scores of parents and teachers ECI-4 and parents and teachers CRS-R and between parent’s and teacher’s tests of both scales18. Comparison of qualitative variables was performed by chi square test, and Fisher exact test when appropriate. Level of statistical significance was ≤ 0.05. Sensitivity and specificity of parents and teachers version of the ECI-4 after parents and teachers CRS-R evaluation were calculated from 2 x 2 contingency table19.

RESULTS

Data from parent and teacher respondents to the ECI-4 screening scale in the sample (n=34) are shown in Table 1; frequency of children fulfill DSM-IV criteria for ADHD after symptom count in ECI-4 parent scale was 17%, and in teacher scale was 32%. Correlation between symptom severity scores of parent and teacher ECI-4 scales was significant (rho= 0.372, p= 0.017). Questions most frequently found positive for children with ADHD in parent questionnaire was: “runs about or climbs on things when asked not to do so” (10 often/1 very often). Questions most frequently answered positively for children with ADHD in teacher questionnaire were: “has difficulty organizing task and activities” (8 often/4 very often), “is easily distracted by other things going on” (7 often/8 very often), “is forgetful in daily activities” (11 often/2 very often), “runs about or climbs on things when asked not to do so” (8 often/4 very often), and “talks excessively” (8 often/3 very often).

For the results of parent and teacher CRS-R are shown in Table 2; frequency of children that fulfill DSM-IV criteria for ADHD after symptom count in parent questionnaire was 20%, and for teacher questionnaire, 23%. Correlation between symptom severity scores of parent and teacher CRS-R was also significant (rho= 0.402, p=0.018).

At last the study, four children were diagnosed as having ADHD, three of them with predominance of hyperactivity and one with combined type. Correlations among symptom severity scores of ECI-4 scales and CRS-R were significant except between parent ECI-4 and teacher CRS-R and among parent ECI-4 and parent CRS-R (Table 3). Sensitivity and specificity of teacher and parent ECI-4 scales were compared with the CRS-R, parent ECI-4 scale had sensitivity of 0.60,
specificity was 0.51; teacher ECI-4 scale has sensitivity of 0.78 while specificity was 0.56.

Frequency of children fulfill DSM-IV criteria for ODD after symptom count in parent ECI-4 scale was 5%, and for teacher 17%, agreement was present in only one subject, and correlation between scales was not significant. Frequency of children fulfill DSM-IV criteria for ODD in CRS-R after symptom count for parents and teachers was 17%, while correlation between parent and teacher scales was significant (\( \rho = 0.327, p = 0.05 \)). No children fulfill DSM-IV criteria for CD after symptom count in parent ECI-4 scale, but in teacher scale frequency was 14%. Correlation between scales was not significant. Correlations of sensitivity and specificity were performed due to insufficient data.

**DISCUSSION**

Significant correlations were found between teacher versions of the ECI-4 and CRS-R, but not between the parents version of the two scales. These findings support partially the use of the teacher ECI-4 to screen for ADHD in Spanish-speaking preschool children; use of the parents version of the ECI-4 as a screening test requires more supporting evidence. Frequencies of ADHD in our sample are high compared to other studies, which may reflect a bias of selection (parents of children with ADHD may be more likely to participate). ODD and CD symptoms by means of ECI-4 have insufficient data for any consideration, therefore, in future work we must study a large sample of children with ODD and CD to reach more power for statistical calculations.

There are many works on the convergence and divergence of parent and teacher ratings of ADHD. Differences between symptoms groups varied depending on how they were configured (teacher versus parent ratings) and settings (clinic versus community). Symptoms are most apparent for teachers-defined groups in community samples (as in our results) and parents-defined groups in clinic samples. These observations can be attributed to the fact that children with ADHD exhibited more negative social behavior in school settings and scored significantly lower in teachers scales. Brief time interval between ECI-4 and CRS-R application (maximum 8 months of difference) discard that differences between test can be attributed to developmental effects such as it was observed by Lahey et al.

Sensitivity is defined as the capacity to differentiate between children with the disorder from those without the disorder, while specificity is better defined as the ability to differentiate children without the disorder from children with the disorder. We calculate validity measurements of our study comparing screening tests with the psychiatric interview as the gold standard, because as everybody knows screening test can not give clinical diagnoses, instead can only recognize subjects requiring a more detailed study. Measures of sensitivity and specificity in our study were not good, and support only partially the use of ECI-4 for ADHD screening when compared with psychiatric interview. Thus, ECI-4 screening of ODD and CD requires more supporting evidence. The low frequency of CD symptoms is not surprising given the young age of the sample, CD symptoms are uncommon among preschool children.

Early detection of ADHD, ODD and CD is very convenient. Although the last revision of the DSM-IV criteria for ADHD included an age-of-onset criterion requiring that symptoms be present prior to the age of 7 years, the validity of very early ADHD diagnoses is open to debate. However, several reports find that the majority of children with diagnosis of ADHD first exhibited symptoms in early childhood. In this sense ECI-4 screening can be useful for early detection of ADHD in Spanish-speaking children. To
our knowledge this is the first study of ECI-4 performed in Spanish-speaking children, and suggests the usefulness of continued study for application of this instrument. Thus, results from this study support partially the validity of the teacher’s ECI-4 as a screening tool for ADHD in this age group.
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